DG 1.5 CEILING GRID

FACTORY SLOTS IN HEAD TRACK 12" ON CENTER

DW-HEAD TRACK

SNAP-IN DW-HEAD TRACK FILLER

SNAP-IN POST CAP TO FRONT OF POST

SNAP-IN DW-HEAD TRACK FASCIA

1/4-20 X 3/8" BOLT (2X) PER TOP BRACKET

SECURE HEAD TRACK TO CEILING GRID USING 3/8-16 X 1/2" HEXHEAD BOLT TYP

DW-HEAD TRACK FASCIA

DW-PANEL TYP

DW-TOP BRACKET (2X) PER POST

1/4-20 X 3/8" BOLT (2X) PER TOP BRACKET

SNAP-IN DW-HEAD TRACK FILLER FIELD CUT TO FIT BETWEEN POSTS TYP

DW-HEAD TRACK

CHASE WALL ISOMETRIC AT POST AND HEAD TRACK